as partners. I discuss the interrelationship among these roles and provide examples of the problems involved in the search for Washington, D.C.'s version of Truth-referred to in administrative law circles as congressional intent.
Ultimately, all questions of administrative law, judicial review of agency action, and the degree of congressional oversight revolve around attempts to discover where the true congressional intent lies. All of our congressional oversight activities seek to advance an administrative agency outcome that most reflects congressional understanding of the dictates of law.' In our system of government the non-legislative branches 2 all pursue the same goal-determining and ultimately following congressional intent. The system affords each branch a great deal of leeway to pursue its own view of congressional intent, and naturally each branch seeks to assert its own perspective as much as possible. 3 In my opinion, from the vantage point of a congressional subcommittee chair, some views should be granted greater deference than others.
In overseeing the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Federal Communications Commission, I constantly deal with the relationship between Congress and administrative agencies, and have gleaned several key lessons from these dealings. First, the issue of interbranch relations and shared responsibility is not purely theoretical. Members of Congress do not sit at committee meetings and debate the philosophical niceties of Pillsbury Co. v. FTC 4 or Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. NRDC. 5 Nevertheless, at a practical level the congressional-administrative agency relationship is vitally important. From a congressional perspective, this relationship ensures or undermines implementation of public policy.
Second, Congress' role as the creator of independent agencies leaves members with a feeling of paternal desire to maintain control of a newly engendered agency long after the child has left the congressional womb for the harsh world beyond. Agencies come into existence as a result of congressional action, 6 and the statutory bounds defined by Congress de-1. See, eg., 121 CONG. REc. 29,957 (1975) (Remarks of Senator Dale Bumpers) ("Although [the doctrine of agency discretion] in its beginnings was healthy, designed to prevent unnecessary judicial interference with social policies adopted by Congress, it has long since exceeded proper limit agencies' freedom of action. Thus, given Congress' role as creator, we may ask ourselves, why do Congress and administrative agencies often find themselves at war with each other?
But this is the wrong question to ask, because agencies and Congress do not always find themselves at war-and for a surprising reason. In reality, Congress can oversee, in a vigorous fashion, relatively few of the day-to-day activities of the administrative agencies within its oversight boundaries. Congress is a stimulus-response body, and we need a lot of stimulus before taking action to rein in an agency and direct it to administer the law in a certain way. Perhaps the most notable example of such explicit guidelines came from my Committee, the Committee on Energy and Commerce, which established the 1986 amendments to the Superfiud law. 7 This law was enacted after a long and sordid investigation of Rita Lavelle and Anne McGill Burford, who had a "take-a-polluter-to-lunch" attitude at the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 8 During that period, we used to joke that EPA stood for "Every Polluter's Ally." After seeing the mess that a grant of broad discretion to the EPA created, Congress stepped in and wrote very explicit laws. Indeed, at one point I remember debating for several hours whether we should demand a cleanup standard of 99.99 percent, or 99.9999 percent 9 (known affectionately as the "6 9's" amendment). We felt that we had to make this decision for the agency, since it lacked the credibility to make the decision itself.
Numerous practical constraints, including staffing resources, make the 1986 Superfund Amendments approach rare. For example, probably fewer than ten full-time committee professional staff persons in the House and Senate oversee the entire field of securities, although the SeConstitution. See id § I & § 8; see also Union Bridge Co. v. United States, 204 U.S. 364 (1907) (because Congress' power to regulate commerce includes the power to control navigable waters the Congress may vest in the Secretary of War the power to determine if any structure over a navigable waterway amounts to an obstruction to navigation). curities and Exchange Commission employs over 2,250 people. 10 Of course, Congress can rely on the expertise of the Congressional Research Service, the General Accounting Office, and the Office of Technology Assessment, but none of these are as effective as direct staffers. The ratios are similar in the communications field or virtually any other substantive area that involves administrative agencies." 1 The machinery of congressional oversight also includes numerous internal hurdles, which force Congress to pick and choose its oversight activities with care. 12 Nonetheless, there are circumstances that demand a prominent and pronounced congressional role well after the birthing stage of any agency.
How does Congress attempt to assert its views in the development of administrative law? Ideally and most obviously, Congress announces its views clearly and unambiguously in the initial crafting of a statute. 13 Omniscient and precise directions would render administrative agencies accountable to congressional intent when these agencies acted beyond the scope of their rulemaking authority.
However, the scenario in which Congress provides precise, unchallenged direction is more or less impossible in today's world. First, it is practically impossible to anticipate all future changes in the external landscape that affect implementation of a statute. Second, Congress may choose to leave some issues unaddressed, either preferring to rely on the expertise of experienced agency personnel to resolve difficult questions or finding it easier to line up votes by obscuring some differences. 14 Finally, even if Congress did have specific and unambiguous intent, one must never doubt the ability of regulators, litigants, and courts to find congressional ambiguity in any conceivable situation. 165, 165-66, 176 (1984) (distinguishing between "police patrol" oversight, in which the legislature constantly monitors administrative activity, and "fire alarm" oversight, in which the legislature waits for interested parties to sound alarms; latter method more effective and less expensive); Weingast & Moran, Bureaucratic Discretion or Congressional Control? Regulatory Policymaking by the Federal Trade Commission, 91 J. POL. EcON. 765, 777-79 (1983) (suggesting that congressional priorities shift as the individual make-up of the oversight committees changes Scalia's analysis is that the scope of Chevron's applicability hinges entirely on how one interprets "ambiguity." Solving a statutory construction problem created by too much ambiguity through the use of an undefined notion of "ambiguity" is nonsensical. Instead of shedding light on the problem of statutory construction, an "ambiguity" test threatens to cloak the problem in a further layer of ambiguity. Thus, I am afraid that we are destined to live in a world in which Congress is often frustrated by inconsistent application of what Congress views as unambiguous pronouncements of law.
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Given the likelihood of perceived ambiguity in congressional enactments, there is great opportunity for agencies to wander far afield of congressional intent. But in response to agency intransigence, Congress may utilize a variety of tactics to press its own views on agencies. For example, Congress can pass a new law and more clearly state its position on an issue previously seen as unaddressed or ambiguous. This method is not always effective or desirable. Often there are ponderous difficulties in trying to enact a new statute. Further, the demon of ambiguity may once again rear its ugly head.
Short of passing an endless series of ever-less ambiguous statutes, Congress can invoke a range of measures to inject its views into the administrative law process. For example, Congress can use its power over the budget to effect changes in the spending of appropriated money.' 7 Congress can hold oversight hearings to increase public pressure on a wayward agency and impress upon the agency's staff the importance of following Congress' views. At a lower level, Congress can inundate agencies with letters that press its point of view. Alternatively, these can be approached through more informal personal contact between staff on the Hill and agency staff and between members of Congress And agency heads. All of this activity moves an agency toward the achievement of Congress' own view of congressional intent.
In general, Congress does not relish warfare with administrative agencies. I know from personal experience that mutual cooperation in the pursuit of fimctional policy goals is to be preferred over bitter conflict. Nevertheless, the legislative branch and administrative agencies have battled during the last decade. 18 These encounters have cut right to the core of both the ability and desire of the independent agencies to honor the congressional intentions that underlie many laws.
In Congress a largely bipartisan consensus exists on the need for the existence of independent agencies. Yet even that consensus has been challenged by the administrative actions of the last decade.
Congress draws congressional committees along certain functional lines. For instance, the Ways and Means Committee taxes everybody. The Appropriations Committee spends all the money. The Energy and Commerce Committee regulates everybody. 19 And so whether it be the Environmental Protection Agency, the Security and Exchange Commission, the Federal Communications Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, or the Food and Drug Administration, just to name a few, almost all regulation in some manner, shape or form, comes under the jurisdiction of the Energy and Commerce Committee. 
20. This is in some part a by-product of having Sam Rayburn and John Dingell, among others, as chairmen of your committee. The Committee historically has been quite fortunate often to have the most able (and powerful) members of the House as its chair. This has helped ensure a healthy jurisdiction for the Energy and Commerce Committee.
[Vol. 1990:967 safety, security, and stability in the economy and the marketplace. 2 1 These are hardly the goals of left-wing, granola-chomping liberals. In fact, I believe that these goals reflect conservative values: One should remember that the EPA was created by the Nixon Administration. 2 2 However, by the late 1970s a consensus formed around the belief that there was too much government regulation and that some reassessment was called for-and this helped to put Ronald Reagan in the White House.
President Carter actually began deregulation with the trucking and airline industries. It is important to remember, however, that President Carter's goal was to promote competition. 23 When he deregulated, it was to reduce barriers to market entry, while simultaneously maintaining consumer protection and antitrust goals. President Reagan's deregulatory goal, on the other hand, went far beyond President Carter's, and was contrary to the bipartisan consensus that had formed with regard to where regulation was needed. Instead of recognizing that a small amount of overregulation existed, President Reagan came in and effectively said that all regulation was bad. 24 The Reagan Administration advocated deregulation without even the desire to increase competition. It was the pursuit of deregulation for deregulation's sake in a deregulatory feeding frenzy. In fact, it was more than deregulation. Reagan attempted to deny any legitimate role for government in ensuring minimum marketplace standards for safety, health, and competition.
The independent agencies,-as well as cabinet level departments, became arenas for waging the deregulation war. It was fought primarily 24. See D. STOCKMAN, THE TRIUMPH OF POLrncs: How THE REAGAN REVOLUTION FAILED 8-9 (1986) (describing the vision of the Reagan plan as resting on the productive potential of free men in free markets); see also Exec. Order No. 12,291, 3 C.F.R. § 127 (1982) (setting forth numerous requirements to which agencies must adhere when promulgating new regulations and reviewing existing regulations, among the requirements were the preparation of cost-benefit analyses, descriptions of alternative approaches, and explanations of why such alternatives could not be adopted).
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with three weapons. First, the fox was allowed to guard the henhouse: The Administration appointed people who wished to demolish quickly the regulatory structure that had been put in place during the first 200 years of the Republic. 25 Second, the grim reaper was brought into the halls of government: The Administration set up the Office of Management and Budget and the Presidential Task Force on Regulatory Relief to put a stranglehold on regulations already in place and to prevent any new regulations from seeing the light of day. 26 Third, the starvation diet was imposed: The Administration simply denied the agencies the money and staff needed to do their jobs. 27 Let me give some examples of how each of these weapons was used. Many people may not remember James Edwards, a South Carolina politician and a former dentist, who was named President Reagan's first Secretary of Energy. At a hearing in December of 1981,28 Senator John Glenn asked Edwards whether, in being named Secretary of Energy, he had in fact been given the job of doing away with the Department of Energy. "Yes sir, I have," responded the dentist. 29 Glenn asked Edwards when he thought he could accomplish the task. Edwards replied (this is the future Secretary of Energy speaking), that he hoped a bill would be passed very rapidly so "maybe about April or May I could get back to South Carolina for spring fishing." '30 When told he was overly optimistic, Edwards said cheerily, "The fishing is good in June or July, too Senator. '31 Edwards never succeeded. And eventually Reagan gave up and stopped trying to abolish the Department of Energy. But as it turned out, the Administration's regulatory policy became the equivalent of a "gone fishing" sign hanging on the door of most independent agencies and some departments.
Another anecdote also illustrates how the Administration used both the power of appointment and the power of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in its attempt to cripple an independent agency. Dr. My meeting was with Glen Schleede, the number three man at OMB, and Fred Khedouri, OMB's budget director for the EPA. I went into that interview very cautiously because I knew that these people wanted to make a lot of major cuts at EPA. So I was quite reluctant to say anything that I didn't believe in, in way of philosophy or approach. I was absolutely terrified of becoming the head of EPA and all that mess it was in, so it was in the forefront of my mind all during that meeting that anything I said to those guys I would have to live with if I became the Administrator. And, finally, at one point, Fred Khedouri leaned over in his chair, and kind of quiet like, but dead serious, asked "Would you be willing to bring EPA to its knees?" I was so startled that I kind of just laughed, as if I couldn't believe he said that. But he had said it, and I just demurred.
And when Anne was selected as head of EPA instead of me, I was very much relieved.
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The EPA saga that subsequently unfolded illustrated the cavalier disregard for common sense and the public good that the Administration displayed when it came to regulation. It could also mean a cavalier disregard for the law-witness the example of Rita Lavelle. 3 5 Even after the EPA fiasco, the Administration continued to violate the first law of holes, which is that when you find yourself in one, you stop digging. In fact, its deregulatory policies could have dug a bottomless pit.
Part two of the grim reaper involved the Presidential Task Force on Regulatory Relief. Today, President Bush is the self-proclaimed "environmental president" and has made re-authorization of the Clean Air 39. Regulatory Reform Act, supra note 38, at 2738-39 (allowing waivers for higher nitrogen oxide emissions from diesel manufacturers, lowered limit on carbon monoxide emissions from 3.4 grams per mile to 7 grams per mile, relaxed limits on solvents that can be released from automobile paint shops); id. at 2749-51 (proposing rules relaxing EPA standards on hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions from heavy trucks; eliminating the high altitude requirement for auto emissions; relaxing the acceptable failure rate for assembly line testing of truck emissions; relaxing the particulate emissions standards for diesel automobiles; excluding methane from calculations of hydrocarbon emissions).
40. See id at 2758 (relaxed an OSHA regulation specifying permissible levels of occupational exposure to lead by extending compliance time to 2.5 years, by requiring only feasible controls and by exempting certain industries). [Vol. 1990:967 tually, the OMB was generous enough to offer FSLIC thirty-nine new examiners nationwide just as massive deregulatory policies in the Federal Savings and Loan Bank area were being introduced. 4 3 Unfortunately, as we found out by 1986, FSLIC needed more than 750 new examiners.44 As a result, the nation inherited a legacy of disaster-runaway financial collapse with the government incapable of overseeing and responding adequately. Consequently, last year Congress was forced to enact one of the most expensive government/taxpayer bailouts in history. 4 5 When the FSLIC experience is compared to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) experience the resemblance is striking. Wall Street was booming through the 1980s. Since 1980, the number of registered investment companies has increased an estimated 146% and the number of registered investment advisers has increased an estimated 217%.46 The number of registered broker-dealer firms has increased an estimated 88% and sales on the United States Securities exchanges have increased 157%. 47 But as you might expect, complaints to the SEC also increased. 4 In 1987, the SEC received 40,000 complaints from disgruntled investors-a 230% increase over the number received in 1982. 49 And yet throughout the 1980s, the SEC consistently was given fewer employees than it needed to fulfill its mandate. 50 The particular examples that I have used so far 52 are illustrative generally of problems caused by the deregulatory drive, but there is no better example in the Reagan era than the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The Reagan and Bush era and their effect on the NRC can best be described by paraphrasing a quote by President John F. Kennedy: 53 The NRC has weakened any regulation, changed any rule, befriended any utility and ignored the health and safety of every citizen to keep this nation's nuclear power plants running. This was the record of the NRC under the Reagan Administration and it continues under President Bush. Staffed with ideological zealots, the NRC has become wedded to the Reagan and Bush Administrations' nuclear policies.
The Impact of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Reductions on the Supervisory and Regulatory Roles of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the National Credit Union Administration: Hearing before
This corruption of the NRC was clearly demonstrated in the case of the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant. In a monumental mistake, this plant was sited virtually on top of the beach in Seabrook, New Hampshire. 54 Over eighty percent of New Hampshire is forested and underpopulated, 55 but the nuclear power plant was built in the middle of the only populated area, on a beach, with just one two-lane road to evacuate, in the event of an accident, a population that by some estimates reaches 300,000 in the summer months. 56 In the event of an accident or meltdown, research has proved that it would be impossible to evacuate the citizens who live within the ten-mile radius of the plant. Both Massachusetts and New Hampshire have spent hundreds of thousands-if not millions-of dollars trying to design adequate emergency response plans. Regulations were adopted after Congress passed legislation that required emergency evacuation planning-effectively giving state officials veto power over nuclear plant operation if they cannot adequately provide for the safety of their citizens. The first time a state reached that conclusion, the NRC changed its regulations. The Reagan NRC was so determined to get Seabrook and Shoreham on line that it changed the rules on emergency evacuation planning after the states had already invoked their rights under the existing regulations. 5 Current statutes require that the NRC base its licensing decisions on safety. 59 Economics and cost balancing are not mandated by the law. The utilities now claim that the inexorable pressure of an unwise investment made twelve years earlier should override any and all safety considerations. According to proponents, compelling economic necessities mandate that the plant should be licensed and regulations to the contrary should be waived; state reliance upon these regulations is now deemed irrelevant.
Thus, even after the accident at Three Mile Island (and Chernobyl) and in spite of the consensus that public safety concerns mandated greater protection, the Reagan NRC tried to block public participation in the rulemaking process in order to accommodate the nuclear industry. 6°I nstead of limiting public participation in the decisionmaking process, a better approach would have sought to foster a working relationship with the communities in which the plants operate.
On the floor of the House in August of 1987, I opposed ignoring the emergency organization planning question and I set forth my opposition by way of a proposed amendment. 61 My amendment was very simpledo not change health and safety rules to fit a dangerous site. Change the site to fit the rules. The amendment lost after heavy lobbying efforts formulate); see also J. PRicE, THE ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVEMENT 89-90 (rev. ed. 1990) (the Federal Emergency Management Agency twice rejected evacuation plans and found serious deficiencies during a mock evacuation). Notice and Comment Rulemaking Procedures, 50 Fed. Reg. 13006 (1985) (to be codified at 10 C.F.R. § 2) (final rule creating exceptions to 10 C.F.R. § 2, asserting the Commission's discretion to make exceptions to the general requirements for public notice and opportunity for comment on rulemaking).
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61. against it.62 I imagine that many utility executives called their Congressperson on this issue. It serves as an example of the economic and political power of the utility lobby prevailing over public safety. Under President Bush, the NRC licensed Seabrook's opening, but the dispute will continue and probably will be litigated to the Supreme Court. Once again, the federal courts will be required to examine the proper deference owed by the executive branch to congressional policy choices. The fundamental question presented by the Seabrook licensing dispute is the ability of federal agencies--independent agencies-to play games with regulations that have been relied upon by states and Congress.
And finally, as the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power over the years, I can tell you with complete confidence that Congress intended safety to be foremost on the NRC agenda. Safety-based standards were Congress' deliberate response to the Atomic Energy Commission, which had failed to discharge its responsibilities as a regulator and had instead become a promoter of nuclear power. Congress established the NRC as a separate agency just to address the issue of safety. Nevertheless, the NRC ignored that agenda. The agency once again became captive to the very parties from whom we had sought to free the agency.
My responsibilities in overseeing the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) have taught me similar lessons about the dangers of administrative agencies gone haywire. Through the Nixon, Ford and Carter years, a consensus developed on the need for sound, sensible regulations. It did not make a lot of difference whether it was a Democratic or Republican administration. People tried to work collectively to produce policy decisions that reflected consensus. But, with the elevation of Mark Fowler to the chair of the FCC in 198163 and his statement that a television is nothing more than a toaster with pictures, 64 the congressional leadership realized that he would not have the same view as we do of the role technology plays in shaping values.
There is a balance that must be struck between the free market and the unintended consequences of the free market. [VCol. 1990:967 in 1987 to repeal the fairness doctrine, 65 we began to realize that even though Congress had voted 302 to 102 to maintain the rule, 66 there was an ideological agency agenda that sought to override popular support for the doctrine. This conservative agenda would lead the FCC to pursue deregulation in the face of broad-based Democratic and Republican congressional consensus in opposition.
The decision to vitiate the fairness doctrine was as shocking on procedural grounds as it was as a matter of substance. In 1986, Congress attached a rider to an appropriations bill that ordered the FCC to provide a report to Congress on alternative methods of enforcing the fairness doctrine before acting to repeal it 67 -an action Congress clearly anticipated' Early the next year, the House and Senate voted to maintain the fairness doctrine, an action subsequently vetoed by President Reagan. 6 Yet on August 4, 1987, the FCC reported to Congress that there were no constitutionally permissible alternatives to the fairness doctrine. 69 And on the same day, before this report could even be physically placed into the hands of congressional overseers, the FCC voted to abolish the fairness doctrine. 70 In one fell swoop an agency abrogated a forty-year-old doctrine that had overwhelming support in Congress and in doing so, ignored congressional procedural requirements for such an action. This lack of respect for Congress is a surefire scenario for outright war on the
Hill. 7 '
Both the Reagan and Bush administrations have witnessed great confrontations between Congress and administrative agencies. The great battles of this time have been characterized by instances of rigid adherence to an ideological agenda by administrative agencies, which in turn has created countervailing pressures for rigidity by a Congress that views its legal mandates under attack. When Congress is faced with the direct and heavy-handed undermining of its intent-whether expressed clearly 65. The fairness doctrine is a 40 year old rule that sought to ensure that the public would have access to the airwaves to discuss important public policy issues. See Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 375-77 (1969) Vol. 1990:967] or ambiguously-Congress must respond in the strongest fashion possible. Congress has responded with heightened use of the most prominent weapons in the congressional arsenal: oversight hearings, stronglyworded letters, and press conferences. The difficult process of legislation becomes even more hazardous when Congress and the executive branch are controlled by competing parties.
Despite recent battles, no one prefers interbranch warfare as the standard method of congressional interaction with administrative agencies. Many members of Congress-in conjunction with our role as overseers-would like to work as partners with the administrative agencies. This is best exemplified through my recent experience with the SEC on the issue of market reform legislation.
The history of the market reform issue traces back to the 508 point crash of October 1987.72 In the aftermath of that crash, the Reagan Administration appointed a Presidential Commission-the Presidential Task Force on Market Mechanisms-to examine its causes and recommend appropriate remedial measures. 73 The Chairman of that Commission, Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady, reported that the lack of an answer for the tenuous regulatory condition of our financial markets has the United States "looking down the barrel [of a gun], and the gun is still loaded." 74 Among other things, the Brady Commission recommended a single regulator-such as the Federal Reserve Board (Fed)-for all securities and securities-related products, emergency authority at the Fed to shut down markets in highly volatile times, and greater regulatory authority for the Fed to examine the financial condition of companies associated with broker-dealers. 75 I introduced legislation to implement many of these recommendations and similar authority was sought by the SEC. But the Reagan Administration refused to support the conclusions of its own Brady Commission.
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Two years and another October crash later, the SEC today has become the strongest partner in our Subcommittee's effort to enact market reform legislation. Initially, the position of the Administration with re- gard to the final legislative package was unsettled, 77 but the SEC, under its Chairman Richard Breeden, has adopted an independent stance.
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The SEC's current policies are divorced from the rigid free-market ideologies of the last administration. This position is necessary if the agency wants to pursue meaningful reform. The SEC and I still will have our differences with regard to a range of other matters. However, on the critical question of market stability, the SEC in its own independent assessment of the needs of the marketplace agrees strongly with the prevailing view in Congress that the SEC needs important new legislative authority. After Congress adopts a reform package, I hope I am still able to speak so positively about the SEC's role in promulgating the necessary implementing regulations.
In summary, let me emphasize again that Congress will, whenever possible, seek to assert its views in the administrative law arena. I think that such efforts are not only constructive, but also necessary to the most efficacious functioning of our administrative agencies. All three branches have to exist in this government together. If Congress and administrative agencies view each other as partners, rather than as mortal enemies, we can avoid a repeat of the grave mistakes of the last decade. Both Congress and the agencies can move forward together to reduce a most frightening danger-rampant legal ambiguity. , that market-reform provisions-such as restricting program trading, emergency market closings, reporting of large trades, and SEC regulation of clearing and settling of secured transactions-were "essential in order to know whether a liquidity crisis is imminent.").
